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CAREER PROFILES Options and Insights

Degree: When, where, what, 
and what in?
In 2006, I earned my bachelor of sci-
ence degree in environmental science 
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 
upstate New York. I didn’t have a spe-
cific career path in mind, but found that 
I enjoyed being a student, and pursued 
graduate school. I joined Ken Bruland’s 
lab in the Ocean Sciences Department 
at University of California Santa Cruz 
(UCSC), and finished my PhD in 2011. 
My dissertation focused on the biogeo-
chemical cycling of iron, specifically the 
availability of particulate iron to phyto-
plankton in the northern Gulf of Alaska. 

Did you stay in academia at all, 
and if so, for how long?
No. Though I had a postdoc lined up, I 
was also accepted to the John A. Knauss 
Marine Policy Fellowship Program. The 
fellowship felt like a better fit because 
I was interested in making a broader 
impact while maintaining connections 
to the research community. I moved to 
Washington, DC, in early 2010.

How did you go about searching for a 
job outside of the university setting?
A college internship at the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
piqued my interest in the government sec-
tor, so I had been researching fellowship 
opportunities. The Knauss Fellowship 
was my top option, and I put a lot of effort 
into writing a strong application. 

I was a member of the 2010 Knauss 
Fellowship class, and matched with the 
NOAA Marine Debris Program (MDP). 
The MDP was quite small and growing at 
the time, and I was invited to join the staff 
after my fellowship to support the pro-
gram’s diverse research portfolio. 
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Is this the only job (post-academia) 
that you’ve had? If not, what else 
did you do?
Yes and no. I’ve shifted roles within the 
MDP. I worked out of the headquarters 
office in Silver Spring, Maryland, for a 
couple of years, building our citizen sci-
ence shoreline monitoring program from 
the ground up. I was offered the opportu-
nity to move back to California in 2012, 
and now serve as the first ever California 
Regional Coordinator for the MDP. 

What is your current job? What path 
did you take to get there?
The MDP created the California Regional 
Coordinator position following the tragic 
earthquake and tsunami in Japan in 
2011. There was a lot of public concern 
and interest around the debris gener-
ated, where and when it would wash up, 
and what the impacts would be. My boss 
knew that I was interested in returning to 
the West Coast, and I had proven to be an 
effective communicator and partnership 
builder, so it was a good fit.

As the sole staff member in the state for 
a relatively small (~20 person) NOAA pro-
gram, every day is different. I serve as the 
technical monitor for our marine debris 
research, prevention, and removal grant 
projects in the state, and help develop 
our funding priorities based on regional 
needs. This requires a lot of coordination 
with external partners from academia, 
nonprofits, industry, and other govern-
ment agencies. I worked closely with the 
California Ocean Protection Council 
to host a series of stakeholder work-
shops, which led to the publication of the 
2018 California Ocean Litter Prevention 
Strategy. The Strategy now serves as a 
guiding document for the community to 
tackle this issue over the next five years.

In addition to my duties as a Regional 
Coordinator, I still lead our nation-
wide Marine Debris Monitoring and 
Assessment Project (MDMAP). I am the 
point of contact for any technical ques-
tions from our shoreline monitoring 
partners, guide redevelopment of our 
database, and regularly compile and share 
results with our participants. In 2016, I 
was honored as a National Ocean Service 
Team Member of the Year for my leader-
ship of the MDMAP.

What did your oceanographic 
education (or academic career) give 
you that is useful in your current job?
Marine debris is an interdisciplinary issue 
that touches on everything from chemi-
cal, physical, and biological oceanogra-
phy, to ecotoxicology, materials science, 
socioeconomics, and human behavior. 
My coursework and research gave me a 
great basis for understanding the issue, 
and having spent time at sea helps me 
relate to the PIs and research projects 
our program funds. But there are other 
aspects of my training that are even more 
relevant. I spend a lot of time summariz-
ing complicated ideas, gathering evidence 
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to make sound recommendations for 
next steps, and critically reviewing tech-
nical proposals. My position requires jug-
gling a lot of projects and tasks at once, so 
I have to effectively manage my time and 
be comfortable jumping from one topic 
to the next.

Is there any course or other training 
you would have liked to have had as 
part of your graduate education to 
meet the demands of the job market?
Communicating with a variety of audi-
ences is the number one skill required 
for my job. I would have benefited from 
more experience speaking to nonscien-
tists and building partnerships with rel-

evant agencies and other stakeholders to 
connect my research to resource manage-
ment questions. Instead, it’s been trial by 
fire, and while at NOAA I’ve been fortu-
nate to take additional training in proj-
ect management, meeting planning and 
facilitation, science communication, and 
designing behavior change projects for 
environmental outcomes.

Is the job satisfying? What aspects of 
the job do you like best/least?
I really enjoy my job. I think a big part of 
that is the feeling that I’m providing valu-
able support to stakeholders, and mak-
ing important contributions to address-
ing plastic pollution and other types of 

marine debris in California. I may feel 
like I spent all day responding to emails 
and joining conference calls, but there’s 
still a sense of satisfaction and forward 
progress. There are inherent restrictions 
and roadblocks working for a govern-
ment agency, but that comes with the 
opportunity to influence public policy.

Do you have any recommendations 
for new grads looking for jobs?
Be curious, ask questions, and do not 
be afraid to take on new responsibil-
ities. I’ve been in so many situations 
where I felt completely unqualified to 
do something; each and every one was a 
growth opportunity. 

Degree: When, where, what, 
and what in?
After earning my bachelor of science 
degree in integrative biology at the 
University of Florida in 2006, I took stock 
of my undergraduate experience and 
decided to take my skills to the Florida 
Keys, where I worked as a marine fisheries 
scientist with the State of Florida. I sought 
any opportunity to be out on the water 
and joined in loads of local conserva-
tion initiatives, dealing mostly with wild-
life conservation. Having spent a large 
part of my childhood in the Keys, it was 
particularly eye-opening to see how the 
reefs and fish populations were changing 
so rapidly. I wanted to learn more about 
the issues I was noticing out on the water, 
so in 2009, I joined the Marine Resource 
Assessment Program at the University 
of South Florida’s College of Marine 
Science. My dissertation work focused on 
tracking the habitat use of fishes through-
out Florida’s Tampa Bay Estuary using 
otolith chemistry. As an innovative tag-
ging technique in the area, I had plenty 
of reasons to engage with experts around 
the world to establish protocols and was 
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responsible for designing and managing a 
dedicated otolith chemistry lab through-
out my PhD track. I earned my PhD in 
marine science in 2014.

Did you stay in academia at all, 
and if so, for how long?
I did not. While I loved the scientific pro-
cess and all of the related tasks like grant 
writing, manuscript preparation, and 
conference presentation, it became clear 
to me early on that the higher up the aca-
demic ladder I climbed, the more distant 
I seemed to become from the outdoor 
environments and issues that initially 
drew me to the field of marine science. 

How did you go about searching for a 
job outside of the university setting?
I took note of the things that made 
me happy throughout my dissertation 
research. I traveled quite a bit to speak 
at conferences, always cherishing the 
moments speaking with other scientists 
and getting excited about what the data 
meant and what analyses to perform 
next. And wherever I went, I explored as 
much as possible—the outdoors made me 

happy and made me want to do more to 
help understand and conserve our natu-
ral world. It was on a conference trip to 
Iceland in 2012 that it really clicked: my 
challenge was to find a way to merge my 
love for research science with my desire to 
directly engage people in outdoor experi-
ential adventures so that they, too, would 
feel that same happy feeling and want to 
contribute to a collective effort to help. I 
was still finishing my last year of disserta-
tion work when I launched my ecotour-
ism business in 2013.
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Is this the only job (post-academia) 
that you’ve had? If not, what else did 
you do?
Immediately following graduation, 
I accepted a research associate posi-
tion with the Florida Fish & Wildlife 
Conservation Commission to continue 
research on juvenile fish habitat, my 
focus for the year following my gradua-
tion. At the same time, I was continuing 
to sprout my career in the marine eco-
tourism business. 

What is your current job? What path 
did you take to get there?
I currently own and operate Happy 
Paddler Kayak Tours & EcoVentures, an 
award-winning ecotourism business on 
the southwest coast of Florida focused on 
providing deeply engaging ecotour ser-
vices and professional paddling courses. 
Since launching the business in 2013, 
Happy Paddler has earned an outstanding 
reputation in the outdoor adventure tour-
ism industry (e.g.,  100% five-star trav-
eler reviews, consecutive TripAdvisor’s 
Certificates of Excellence). My work spe-
cifically involves providing interpretive 

tours of the Sarasota Bay marine habi-
tats, coordinating citizen science proj-
ects in collaboration with community 
organizations, and cultivating relation-
ships with surrounding communities to 
extend our services into various private 
and public-sector markets. My science 
background has become a prominent fea-
ture in the business, and I’ve written sev-
eral successful grants to help fund the 
incorporation of citizen science projects 
into the ecotours. These projects involve 
global microplastics research, horseshoe 
crab monitoring, and stewardship aware-
ness initiatives, and all are simple enough 
that almost anyone can participate. This 
is especially rewarding, because it not 
only satisfies my love of research but also 
fully engages others in actively contribut-
ing to the field of marine science.

What did your oceanographic 
education (or academic career) give 
you that is useful in your current job?
My academic path has helped me build 
a strong background in marine research 
with lots of practice in collaborative proj-
ect design and plenty of experience effec-

tively communicating science to diverse 
audiences. As is natural in any disser-
tation work, I had to find creative solu-
tions for a diverse set of issues and had to 
defend those solutions with strength and 
confidence. Perhaps most importantly, I 
learned so much about my “style” of con-
tributing to the field of marine science.

Is there any course or other training 
you would have liked to have had as 
part of your graduate education to 
meet the demands of the job market?
Although it’s a skill that is inherently part 
of life as a grad student, additional expo-
sure to project collaboration would be 
a plus in any academic career. Building 
expertise in a highly specialized area of 
research is extremely valuable, but more 
so when done in a collaborative setting.

Is the job satisfying? What aspects of 
the job do you like best/least?
Absolutely. It’s extremely rewarding to 
have a vision of success and to follow 
that vision through to a beautiful real-
ity. I love operating the business as one 
big research project—always testing, 
evolving, and improving every aspect as 
needed. Every day is different, and I’m 
constantly expanding my expertise into 
diverse areas such as website design, wil-
derness first aid, employee management, 
wildlife interpretation, drone photogra-
phy, graphic design, and, of course, pad-
dling. It is a very full-time job, with no 
promises of vacation time, no benefits 
package, and no guarantee that weather, 
environmental health, and the state of the 
tourism economy will hold out. These can 
definitely create a little insecurity—but 
the rewards of this career always come 
out on top.

Do you have any recommendations 
for new grads looking for jobs?
Be creative in finding ways to apply your-
self in your field. Accept every oppor-
tunity for experiential learning, and 
apply for every award or grant possible. 
And have fun! 

Check Out Our Career Profiles Page!
https://tos.org/career-profiles

Do you have suggestions on who to profile? 
Please send their contact information to 

ekappel@geo-prose.com. Self-nominations are accepted.

In each issue, Oceanography magazine publishes “career 
profiles” of marine scientists who have pursued suc-

cessful and fulfilling careers outside of academia. 
These profiles are intended to advise 

ocean sciences graduate stu-
dents about career options 
other than teaching and/or 
research in a university set-

ting. They also include 
wisdom on how to go 
about the job search.

We have over 50 profiles of ocean scientists 
on our web page. Check them out!
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